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this edition contains the english translation and the original text in italian the prince italian il principe is a 16th century political treatise by the italian diplomat and political theorist niccol� machiavelli from correspondence a version appears
to have been distributed in 1513 using a latin title de principatibus about principalities however the printed version was not published until 1532 five years after machiavelli s death this was done with the permission of the medici pope clement vii
but long before then in fact since the first appearance of the prince in manuscript controversy had swirled about his writings although it was written as if it were a traditional work in the mirrors for princes style it is generally agreed that it
was especially innovative this is only partly because it was written in the vernacular italian rather than latin a practice which had become increasingly popular since the publication of dante s divine comedy and other works of renaissance
literature the prince is sometimes claimed to be one of the first works of modern philosophy especially modern political philosophy in which the effective truth is taken to be more important than any abstract ideal it was also in direct conflict with
the dominant catholic and scholastic doctrines of the time concerning how to consider politics and ethics although it is relatively short the treatise is the most remembered of machiavelli s works and the one most responsible for bringing the word
machiavellian into usage as a pejorative it also helped make old nick an english term for the devil and even contributed to the modern negative connotations of the words politics and politician in western countries in terms of subject matter it
overlaps with the much longer discourses on livy which was written a few years later in its use of near contemporary italians as examples of people who perpetrated criminal deeds for politics another lesser known work by machiavelli which the
prince has been compared to is the life of castruccio castracani il principe titolo originale in lingua latina de principatibus lett sui principati � un trattato di dottrina politica scritto da niccol� machiavelli nel 1513 nel quale espone le
caratteristiche dei principati e dei metodi per mantenerli e conquistarli si tratta senza dubbio della sua opera pi� nota e celebrata quella dalle cui massime spesso superficialmente interpretate sono nati il sostantivo machiavellismo e l aggettivo
machiavellico l opera non � ascrivibile ad alcun genere letterario particolare in quanto non ha le caratteristiche di un vero e proprio trattato se ne � ipotizzata la natura di libriccino a carattere divulgativo il principe si compone di una dedica e
ventisei capitoli di varia lunghezza l ultimo capitolo consiste nell appello ai de medici ad accettare le tesi espresse nel testo the papers published in this book were delivered at two conferences held in conjunction with the exhibition the currency of
fame portrait medals of the renaissance everyone loves italian food but how did the italians come to eat so well the advertising industry tells us the answer lies in the vineyards and olive groves of tuscany among sun weathered peasants and
mammas serving pasta under the pergola yet this nostalgic fantasy has little to do with the real history of italian cuisine for a thousand years italys cities have been magnets for everything that makes for great eating ingredients talent money
and power so italian food is city food and telling its story means telling the story of the italians as a people of city dwellers in delizia the author of the acclaimed cosa nostra takes a revelatory historical journey through the flavours of
italys cities from the bustle of medieval milan to the bombast of fascist rome from the pleasure gardens of renaissance ferrara to the putrid alleyways of nineteenth century naples in rich slices of urban life delizia shows how violence and intrigue
as well as taste and creativity combined to make the worlds favourite cuisine the volume explores the relationship of artists and intellectuals from ancient greece to modern times 2011 winner of the phyllis goodhart gordan book prize of the
renaissance society of america naples in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries managed to maintain a distinct social character while under spanish rule john a marino s study explores how the population of the city of naples constructed their
identity in the face of spanish domination as western europe s largest city early modern naples was a world unto itself its politics were decentralized and its neighborhoods diverse clergy nobles and commoners struggled to assert political and
cultural power looking at these three groups marino unravels their complex interplay to show how such civic rituals as parades and festival days fostered a unified neapolitan identity through the assimilation of aragonese customs burgundian
models and spanish governance he discusses why the relationship between mythical and religious representations in ritual practices allowed naples s inhabitants to identify themselves as citizens of an illustrious and powerful sovereignty and
explains how this semblance of stability and harmony hid the city s political cultural and social fissures in the process marino finds that being and becoming neapolitan meant manipulating the city s rituals until their original content and meaning
were lost the consequent widening of divisions between rich and poor led naples s vying castes to turn on one another as the spanish monarchy weakened rich in source material and tightly integrated this nuanced synthetic overview of the
disciplining of ritual life in early modern naples digs deep into the construction of neapolitan identity scholars of early modern italy and of italian and european history in general will find much to ponder in marino s keen insights and compelling
arguments raphael s artworks paintings altarpieces drawings tapestries cartoons prints ceramics and all other artifacts derived from his works including copies and forgeries have been the object of an often frantic search from his death in 1520
onwards france spain germany england and italy were the main destinations for such artworks between the 16th and the 18th centuries while the market spread overseas from the 19th century onwards this book is the first full exploration of
this phenomenon and of the mechanisms of transmission of raphael s artifax through inheritance sales swaps and shady transactions it includes essays in english french and italian by some of the most knowledgeable scholars on raphael museum
curators and experts in the history of collecting and is a landmark in scholarship on raphael and art collecting most modern historians perpetuate the myth that giuliano de medici 1479 1516 son of lorenzo the magnificent was nothing more than
an inconsequential womanizing hedonist with little inclination or ability for politics in the first sustained biography of this misrepresented figure josephine jungic re evaluates giuliano s life and shows that his infamous reputation was exaggerated
by medici partisans who feared his popularity and respect for republican self rule rejecting the autocratic rule imposed by his nephew lorenzo duke of urbino and brother giovanni pope leo x giuliano advocated restraint and retention of republican
traditions believing his family should be first among equals and not more as a result the family and those closest to them wrote him out of the political scene and historians relying too heavily upon the accounts of supporters of cardinal
giovanni and the medici regime followed suit interpreting works of art books and letters as testimony jungic constructs a new narrative to demonstrate that giuliano was loved and admired by some of the most talented and famous men of his day
including cesare borgia michelangelo buonarroti niccol� machiavelli leonardo da vinci and raphael more than a political biography this volume offers a refreshing look at a man who was a significant patron and ally of intellectuals artists and
religious reformers revealing giuliano to be at the heart of the period s most significant cultural accomplishments the book series diplomatica of the don juan archiv wien researches cultural aspects of diplomacy and diplomatic history up to the
nineteenth century this second volume of the series features the proceedings of the don juan archiv s symposium organized in march 2016 in cooperation with the university of vienna and stvdivm f�svlancm to discuss the topic of gender from a
diplomatic historical perspective addressing questions of where women and men were positioned in the diplomacy of the early modern world gender might not always be the first topic that comes to mind when discussing international relations but it
has a considerable bearing on diplomatic issues scholars have not left this field of research unexplored with a widening corpus of texts discussing modern diplomacy and gender women appear regularly in diplomatic contexts as for the early modern
world ambassadorial positions were monopolized by men yet women could and did perform diplomatic roles both officially and unofficially this is where the main focus of this volume lies it features sixteen contributions in the following four acts
women as diplomatic actors the diplomacy of queens the birth of the ambassadress and stages for male diplomacy contributions are by wolfram aichinger roberta anderson annalisa biagianti osman nihat bi�gin john condren camille desenclos
ekaterina domnina david garc�a cueto mar�a concepci�n guti�rrez redondo armando fabio ivaldi roc�o mart�nez l�pez laura mesotten laura oliv�n santaliestra tracey a sowerby luis tercero casado pia wallnig after more than half a century
of wars in hungary the conflict between the habsburgs and the sublime porte explodes in 1593 after a series of border incidents the confrontation was soon regarded as crucial by both sides also involving the neighbouring states in a complex and
ruthless game of diplomacy and betrayal the organization and the equipment of the various armies of the protagonists of those campaigns are treated together along with the military operations and the warfare of the first modern conflict in
eastern europe larvatus prodeo announced ren� descartes at the beginning of the seventeenth century i come forward masked deliberately disguising or silencing their most intimate thoughts and emotions many early modern europeans besides
descartes princes courtiers aristocrats and commoners alike chose to practice the shadowy art of dissimulation for men and women who could not risk revealing their inner lives to those around them this art of incommunicativity was crucial
both personally and politically many writers and intellectuals sought to explain expose justify or condemn the emergence of this new culture of secrecy and from naples to the netherlands controversy swirled for two centuries around the
powers and limits of dissimulation whether in affairs of state or affairs of the heart this beautifully written work crisscrosses europe with a special focus on italy to explore attitudes toward the art of dissimulation in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries discussing many canonical and lesser known works jon r snyder examines the treatment of dissimulation in early modern treatises and writings on the court civility moral philosophy political theory and in the visual arts
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biografies invisibles marginats i marginals �s un volum que cont� una s�rie d estudis de casos concrets de personatges hist�rics desconeguts en gran mesura i que pel fet d haver tingut unes vides al marge de la llei en moltes ocasions no s�n
actualment coneguts tamb� sobre personatges literaris que encarnen aquelles opcions no majorit�ries i encara reflexions m�s gen�riques sobre aquells grups o sobre els textos que ens han transm�s aquelles realitats biografies invisibles
marginats i marginals cont� quasi una vintena de treballs de reconeguts especialistes de diferents universitats europees que han analitzat casos de dones marginades homosexuals i d altres personatges marginals des de l �ptica actual es tracta
de retornar los la veu que un dia la societat on van viure els va negar invisible biographies marginates and marginals is a volume that contains a series of specific case studies of largely unknown figures from the past who because of their lives on
the fringes of the law on many occasions were silenced also on literary characters who embody those non majority options and in addition more generic reflections on those groups or on the texts that have transmitted to us those polyhedral
realities invisible biographies marginates and marginals contains almost twenty works by renowned specialists from different european universities who have analysed the cases of marginalized women jews homosexuals and other persecuted
characters from a contemporary perspective the aim is to give them back the voice that the society in which they lived once denied them reprint of the original first published in 1875 challenging absolutist interpretations this study uses the
universities of pisa and siena to reveal the contradictions and the tensions as well as the innovations and the traditions which characterised the grand duchy of tuscany and its cultural politics originally published in 1975 the machiavellian
moment remains a landmark of historical and political thought celebrated historian j g a pocock looks at the consequences for modern historical and social consciousness arising from the ideal of the classical republic revived by machiavelli and
other thinkers of renaissance italy pocock shows that machiavelli s prime emphasis was on the moment in which the republic confronts the problem of its own instability in time which pocock calls the machiavellian moment after examining this
problem in the works of machiavelli guicciardini and giannotti pocock turns to the revival of republican ideology in puritan england and in revolutionary and federalist america he argues that the american revolution can be considered the last
great act of civic humanism of the renaissance and he relates the origins of modern historicism to the clash between civic christian and commercial values in eighteenth century thought this princeton classics edition of the machiavellian moment
features a new introduction by richard whatmore early music history is devoted to the study of music from the early middle ages to the end of the seventeenth century it demands the highest standards of scholarship from its contributors all of
whom are leading academics in their fields it gives preference to studies pursuing interdisciplinary approaches and to those developing novel methodological ideas the scope is exceptionally broad and includes manuscript studies textual criticism
iconography studies of the relationship between words and music and the relationship between music and society the office of the cantor in early western monastic rules and customaries a preliminary investigation montecassino and the old
beneventan chant and music and ceremonial in the low countries philip the fair and the order of the golden fleece insiders call it the craft discover the fascinating true story of one of the most influential and misunderstood secret brotherhoods in
modern society founded in london in 1717 as a way of binding men in fellowship freemasonry proved so addictive that within two decades it had spread across the globe masonic influence became pervasive under george washington the craft became a
creed for the new american nation masonic networks held the british empire together under napoleon the craft became a tool of authoritarianism and then a cover for revolutionary conspiracy both the mormon church and the sicilian mafia owe their
origins to freemasonry yet the masons were as feared as they were influential in the eyes of the catholic church freemasonry has always been a den of devil worshippers for hitler mussolini and franco the lodges spread the diseases of pacifism
socialism and jewish influence so had to be crushed freemasonry s story yokes together winston churchill and walt disney wolfgang mozart and shaquille o neal benjamin franklin and buzz aldrin rudyard kipling and buffalo bill cody duke ellington
and the duke of wellington john dickie s the craft is an enthralling exploration of a the world s most famous and misunderstood secret brotherhood a movement that not only helped to forge modern society but has substantial contemporary
influence with 400 000 members in britain over a million in the usa and around six million across the world der abschlussband des deutsch franz�sischen anr dfg projekts musici widmet sich der musikermigration im europa der fr�hen neuzeit mit einem
kultur und musikgeschichtlichen blick auf venedig rom und neapel als reiseziele und wirkungsorte von instrumentalisten s�ngern komponisten und instrumentenbauern die nicht von der italienischen halbinsel stammten im sinne einer histoire crois�e werden
netzwerke integrations und austauschprozesse aufgedeckt mit denen fremde musiker zwischen musikalischem alltag und herausragenden festlichkeiten konfrontiert waren auf dieser grundlage wird eine systematische betrachtung der fr�hneuzeitlichen
musikermigration sowie eine untersuchung musikalischer stile jenseits nationaler forschungstraditionen m�glich this volume deals with the tracts latin and vernacular published in the netherlands on the comets of 1577 and 1618 central to the
book is the question of how these cometary appearances influenced the aristotelian world view this is the first lengthy examination of the decline of aristotelian cosmology in the netherlands its demonstration of the connection between
cosmological and political views renders the book useful to historians of general dutch history as well as historians of science io sono lo scudo del principe sono la sua armatura indistruttibile sanguino perch� lui possa non sanguinare soffro
perch� lui non debba soffrire muoio perch� lui possa vivere per sempre questo � il destino inesorabile di kel prelevato dalla casa degli orfani di aigon quando era poco pi� che un bambino per diventare la controfigura dell erede al trono il suo scudo
umano cresciuto accanto al principe conor quasi come un fratello viene addestrato fin dal primo giorno a morire al suo posto prima o poi nessun altro futuro � possibile per lui lin caster � una guaritrice appartenente alla piccola comunit�
ashkar che nel regno � l unica ancora in grado di esercitare la magia e che per questo motivo � stata confinata nel sault un area recintata di castellane da cui nessuno � autorizzato a uscire alla ragazza per� capita spesso di disattendere il
divieto perch� altrimenti non potrebbe curare i malati e i moribondi della citt� quando i due giovani si incontrano in seguito a un attentato i loro destini si intrecciano indissolubilmente una misteriosa figura che governa il mondo sotterraneo e
criminale della citt� li trasciner� in una realt� fatta di intrighi e ombre dove scopriranno quanto la corruzione si estenda dai bassifondi pi� oscuri di castellane fino alla torre pi� alta dei suoi palazzi perch� se c � una cosa che qui accomuna i
nobili pi� ricchi e i criminali pi� dissoluti � la loro insaziabile brama di ricchezza e potere posti di fronte allo svelamento di segreti a lungo custoditi kel e lin saranno costretti a chiedersi se la conoscenza valga il prezzo del tradimento e
soprattutto il rischio che la loro nazione finisca in guerra e il mondo nel caos cox rearick indicates that the iconographic program of the chapel was from its initiation linked to an astonishing degree to the fortunes actual and anticipated of the
young duke cosimo and that the successive changes in the chapel were occasioned by political events and by revised and increasingly ambitious medici pretensions malcolm campbell university of pennsylvania the king s body offers a unique and up to
date overview of a central theme in european history the nature and meaning of the sacred rituals of kingship informed by the work of recent cultural anthropologists sergio bertelli explores the cult of kingship which pervaded the lives of hundreds
of thousands of subjects poor and rich noble and cleric his analysis takes in a wide spectrum from the vandal kings of spain and the long haired kings of france to the beheaded kings of england and france charles i and louis xvi bertelli explores the
multiple meanings of the rites related to the king s body from his birth with the exhibition of his masculinity to the crowning a rebirth to his death a triumph and an apotheosis we see how particular occasions such as entrances processions and
banquets make sense only as they related directly to the king s body bertelli also singles out crowd participatory aspects of sacred kingship including the rites of violence connected with the interregnum perceived as a suspension of the law and
the rites of expulsion for a tyrant s body emphasizing the inversion of crowning rituals first published in italy in 1990 the king s body has been revised and updated for english speaking readers and expertly translated from the italian by r burr
litchfield deftly argued and amply illustrated this book is a perfect introduction to the cult of kingship in the west at the same time it illuminates for modern readers how strangely different the medieval and early modern world was from our own
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Il principe 1891 this edition contains the english translation and the original text in italian the prince italian il principe is a 16th century political treatise by the italian diplomat and political theorist niccol� machiavelli from correspondence a
version appears to have been distributed in 1513 using a latin title de principatibus about principalities however the printed version was not published until 1532 five years after machiavelli s death this was done with the permission of the medici
pope clement vii but long before then in fact since the first appearance of the prince in manuscript controversy had swirled about his writings although it was written as if it were a traditional work in the mirrors for princes style it is generally
agreed that it was especially innovative this is only partly because it was written in the vernacular italian rather than latin a practice which had become increasingly popular since the publication of dante s divine comedy and other works of
renaissance literature the prince is sometimes claimed to be one of the first works of modern philosophy especially modern political philosophy in which the effective truth is taken to be more important than any abstract ideal it was also in direct
conflict with the dominant catholic and scholastic doctrines of the time concerning how to consider politics and ethics although it is relatively short the treatise is the most remembered of machiavelli s works and the one most responsible for
bringing the word machiavellian into usage as a pejorative it also helped make old nick an english term for the devil and even contributed to the modern negative connotations of the words politics and politician in western countries in terms of
subject matter it overlaps with the much longer discourses on livy which was written a few years later in its use of near contemporary italians as examples of people who perpetrated criminal deeds for politics another lesser known work by
machiavelli which the prince has been compared to is the life of castruccio castracani il principe titolo originale in lingua latina de principatibus lett sui principati � un trattato di dottrina politica scritto da niccol� machiavelli nel 1513 nel
quale espone le caratteristiche dei principati e dei metodi per mantenerli e conquistarli si tratta senza dubbio della sua opera pi� nota e celebrata quella dalle cui massime spesso superficialmente interpretate sono nati il sostantivo machiavellismo
e l aggettivo machiavellico l opera non � ascrivibile ad alcun genere letterario particolare in quanto non ha le caratteristiche di un vero e proprio trattato se ne � ipotizzata la natura di libriccino a carattere divulgativo il principe si compone
di una dedica e ventisei capitoli di varia lunghezza l ultimo capitolo consiste nell appello ai de medici ad accettare le tesi espresse nel testo
The Prince / Il Principe 2017-06-23 the papers published in this book were delivered at two conferences held in conjunction with the exhibition the currency of fame portrait medals of the renaissance
Il Principe Spazzacamino. A comic opera, in one act [by G. Foppa] ... performed at the King's Theatre in the Hay-Market. Ital. & Eng 1800 everyone loves italian food but how did the italians come to eat so well the advertising industry tells us the
answer lies in the vineyards and olive groves of tuscany among sun weathered peasants and mammas serving pasta under the pergola yet this nostalgic fantasy has little to do with the real history of italian cuisine for a thousand years italys
cities have been magnets for everything that makes for great eating ingredients talent money and power so italian food is city food and telling its story means telling the story of the italians as a people of city dwellers in delizia the author of the
acclaimed cosa nostra takes a revelatory historical journey through the flavours of italys cities from the bustle of medieval milan to the bombast of fascist rome from the pleasure gardens of renaissance ferrara to the putrid alleyways of
nineteenth century naples in rich slices of urban life delizia shows how violence and intrigue as well as taste and creativity combined to make the worlds favourite cuisine
Il Principe di Taranto; or, The Prince of Taranto. An heroi-comic opera, in two acts, as represented at the King's Theatre, in the Hay-Market. [Altered from F. Livigni's “La Finta Principessa.”] With additions and alterations by S. Buonaiuti, etc. Ital.
& Eng 1810 the volume explores the relationship of artists and intellectuals from ancient greece to modern times
Despatch from Lord John Russell to Lord Bloomfied 1860 2011 winner of the phyllis goodhart gordan book prize of the renaissance society of america naples in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries managed to maintain a distinct social
character while under spanish rule john a marino s study explores how the population of the city of naples constructed their identity in the face of spanish domination as western europe s largest city early modern naples was a world unto itself
its politics were decentralized and its neighborhoods diverse clergy nobles and commoners struggled to assert political and cultural power looking at these three groups marino unravels their complex interplay to show how such civic rituals as
parades and festival days fostered a unified neapolitan identity through the assimilation of aragonese customs burgundian models and spanish governance he discusses why the relationship between mythical and religious representations in ritual
practices allowed naples s inhabitants to identify themselves as citizens of an illustrious and powerful sovereignty and explains how this semblance of stability and harmony hid the city s political cultural and social fissures in the process
marino finds that being and becoming neapolitan meant manipulating the city s rituals until their original content and meaning were lost the consequent widening of divisions between rich and poor led naples s vying castes to turn on one another as
the spanish monarchy weakened rich in source material and tightly integrated this nuanced synthetic overview of the disciplining of ritual life in early modern naples digs deep into the construction of neapolitan identity scholars of early modern
italy and of italian and european history in general will find much to ponder in marino s keen insights and compelling arguments
Perspectives on the Renaissance Medal 2000 raphael s artworks paintings altarpieces drawings tapestries cartoons prints ceramics and all other artifacts derived from his works including copies and forgeries have been the object of an often
frantic search from his death in 1520 onwards france spain germany england and italy were the main destinations for such artworks between the 16th and the 18th centuries while the market spread overseas from the 19th century onwards this
book is the first full exploration of this phenomenon and of the mechanisms of transmission of raphael s artifax through inheritance sales swaps and shady transactions it includes essays in english french and italian by some of the most
knowledgeable scholars on raphael museum curators and experts in the history of collecting and is a landmark in scholarship on raphael and art collecting
Amabile di Continentia 1896 most modern historians perpetuate the myth that giuliano de medici 1479 1516 son of lorenzo the magnificent was nothing more than an inconsequential womanizing hedonist with little inclination or ability for
politics in the first sustained biography of this misrepresented figure josephine jungic re evaluates giuliano s life and shows that his infamous reputation was exaggerated by medici partisans who feared his popularity and respect for republican self
rule rejecting the autocratic rule imposed by his nephew lorenzo duke of urbino and brother giovanni pope leo x giuliano advocated restraint and retention of republican traditions believing his family should be first among equals and not more as a
result the family and those closest to them wrote him out of the political scene and historians relying too heavily upon the accounts of supporters of cardinal giovanni and the medici regime followed suit interpreting works of art books and
letters as testimony jungic constructs a new narrative to demonstrate that giuliano was loved and admired by some of the most talented and famous men of his day including cesare borgia michelangelo buonarroti niccol� machiavelli leonardo da
vinci and raphael more than a political biography this volume offers a refreshing look at a man who was a significant patron and ally of intellectuals artists and religious reformers revealing giuliano to be at the heart of the period s most
significant cultural accomplishments
Il principe di Taranto. Le prince de Tarante, op�ra comique en deux actes, represent� pour la premi�re fois sur le Th��tre de l'Op�ra-Buffa. le 24 Flor�al an 11 1803 the book series diplomatica of the don juan archiv wien researches cultural
aspects of diplomacy and diplomatic history up to the nineteenth century this second volume of the series features the proceedings of the don juan archiv s symposium organized in march 2016 in cooperation with the university of vienna and stvdivm
f�svlancm to discuss the topic of gender from a diplomatic historical perspective addressing questions of where women and men were positioned in the diplomacy of the early modern world gender might not always be the first topic that comes to
mind when discussing international relations but it has a considerable bearing on diplomatic issues scholars have not left this field of research unexplored with a widening corpus of texts discussing modern diplomacy and gender women appear
regularly in diplomatic contexts as for the early modern world ambassadorial positions were monopolized by men yet women could and did perform diplomatic roles both officially and unofficially this is where the main focus of this volume lies it
features sixteen contributions in the following four acts women as diplomatic actors the diplomacy of queens the birth of the ambassadress and stages for male diplomacy contributions are by wolfram aichinger roberta anderson annalisa
biagianti osman nihat bi�gin john condren camille desenclos ekaterina domnina david garc�a cueto mar�a concepci�n guti�rrez redondo armando fabio ivaldi roc�o mart�nez l�pez laura mesotten laura oliv�n santaliestra tracey a sowerby luis
tercero casado pia wallnig
Delizia! 2009-03-09 after more than half a century of wars in hungary the conflict between the habsburgs and the sublime porte explodes in 1593 after a series of border incidents the confrontation was soon regarded as crucial by both sides
also involving the neighbouring states in a complex and ruthless game of diplomacy and betrayal the organization and the equipment of the various armies of the protagonists of those campaigns are treated together along with the military
operations and the warfare of the first modern conflict in eastern europe
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The Publications of the Huguenot Society of London 1891 larvatus prodeo announced ren� descartes at the beginning of the seventeenth century i come forward masked deliberately disguising or silencing their most intimate thoughts and emotions
many early modern europeans besides descartes princes courtiers aristocrats and commoners alike chose to practice the shadowy art of dissimulation for men and women who could not risk revealing their inner lives to those around them this art
of incommunicativity was crucial both personally and politically many writers and intellectuals sought to explain expose justify or condemn the emergence of this new culture of secrecy and from naples to the netherlands controversy swirled
for two centuries around the powers and limits of dissimulation whether in affairs of state or affairs of the heart this beautifully written work crisscrosses europe with a special focus on italy to explore attitudes toward the art of
dissimulation in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries discussing many canonical and lesser known works jon r snyder examines the treatment of dissimulation in early modern treatises and writings on the court civility moral philosophy political
theory and in the visual arts
Extracts from Italian Prose Writers for the use of students in the London University 1828 biografies invisibles marginats i marginals �s un volum que cont� una s�rie d estudis de casos concrets de personatges hist�rics desconeguts en gran
mesura i que pel fet d haver tingut unes vides al marge de la llei en moltes ocasions no s�n actualment coneguts tamb� sobre personatges literaris que encarnen aquelles opcions no majorit�ries i encara reflexions m�s gen�riques sobre aquells
grups o sobre els textos que ens han transm�s aquelles realitats biografies invisibles marginats i marginals cont� quasi una vintena de treballs de reconeguts especialistes de diferents universitats europees que han analitzat casos de dones
marginades homosexuals i d altres personatges marginals des de l �ptica actual es tracta de retornar los la veu que un dia la societat on van viure els va negar invisible biographies marginates and marginals is a volume that contains a series of
specific case studies of largely unknown figures from the past who because of their lives on the fringes of the law on many occasions were silenced also on literary characters who embody those non majority options and in addition more generic
reflections on those groups or on the texts that have transmitted to us those polyhedral realities invisible biographies marginates and marginals contains almost twenty works by renowned specialists from different european universities who
have analysed the cases of marginalized women jews homosexuals and other persecuted characters from a contemporary perspective the aim is to give them back the voice that the society in which they lived once denied them
Relations politiques des Pays-Bas et de l'Angleterre sous le r�gne de Philippe II 1889 reprint of the original first published in 1875
Relations politiques des Pays-Bas et de l'Angleterre: Gouvernemnt de Requesens. pt.2. Le conseil d'etat. (26 oct. 1573-1er nov. 1576) 1889 challenging absolutist interpretations this study uses the universities of pisa and siena to reveal the
contradictions and the tensions as well as the innovations and the traditions which characterised the grand duchy of tuscany and its cultural politics
Despatches of Michele Suriano and Marc' Antonio Barbaro, Venetian Ambassadors at the Court of France, 1560-1563 1891 originally published in 1975 the machiavellian moment remains a landmark of historical and political thought
celebrated historian j g a pocock looks at the consequences for modern historical and social consciousness arising from the ideal of the classical republic revived by machiavelli and other thinkers of renaissance italy pocock shows that
machiavelli s prime emphasis was on the moment in which the republic confronts the problem of its own instability in time which pocock calls the machiavellian moment after examining this problem in the works of machiavelli guicciardini and giannotti
pocock turns to the revival of republican ideology in puritan england and in revolutionary and federalist america he argues that the american revolution can be considered the last great act of civic humanism of the renaissance and he relates the
origins of modern historicism to the clash between civic christian and commercial values in eighteenth century thought this princeton classics edition of the machiavellian moment features a new introduction by richard whatmore
Host Bibliographic Record for Boundwith Item Barcode 30112087575558 1882 early music history is devoted to the study of music from the early middle ages to the end of the seventeenth century it demands the highest standards of
scholarship from its contributors all of whom are leading academics in their fields it gives preference to studies pursuing interdisciplinary approaches and to those developing novel methodological ideas the scope is exceptionally broad and
includes manuscript studies textual criticism iconography studies of the relationship between words and music and the relationship between music and society the office of the cantor in early western monastic rules and customaries a preliminary
investigation montecassino and the old beneventan chant and music and ceremonial in the low countries philip the fair and the order of the golden fleece
Art, Intellect and Politics 2012-11-30 insiders call it the craft discover the fascinating true story of one of the most influential and misunderstood secret brotherhoods in modern society founded in london in 1717 as a way of binding men in
fellowship freemasonry proved so addictive that within two decades it had spread across the globe masonic influence became pervasive under george washington the craft became a creed for the new american nation masonic networks held the british
empire together under napoleon the craft became a tool of authoritarianism and then a cover for revolutionary conspiracy both the mormon church and the sicilian mafia owe their origins to freemasonry yet the masons were as feared as they were
influential in the eyes of the catholic church freemasonry has always been a den of devil worshippers for hitler mussolini and franco the lodges spread the diseases of pacifism socialism and jewish influence so had to be crushed freemasonry s story
yokes together winston churchill and walt disney wolfgang mozart and shaquille o neal benjamin franklin and buzz aldrin rudyard kipling and buffalo bill cody duke ellington and the duke of wellington john dickie s the craft is an enthralling
exploration of a the world s most famous and misunderstood secret brotherhood a movement that not only helped to forge modern society but has substantial contemporary influence with 400 000 members in britain over a million in the usa and
around six million across the world
Biographical and Descriptive Sketches of the Distinguished Characters which Compose the Unrivalled Exhibition and Historical Gallery of Madame Tussaud and Sons 1862 der abschlussband des deutsch franz�sischen anr dfg projekts musici widmet
sich der musikermigration im europa der fr�hen neuzeit mit einem kultur und musikgeschichtlichen blick auf venedig rom und neapel als reiseziele und wirkungsorte von instrumentalisten s�ngern komponisten und instrumentenbauern die nicht von der
italienischen halbinsel stammten im sinne einer histoire crois�e werden netzwerke integrations und austauschprozesse aufgedeckt mit denen fremde musiker zwischen musikalischem alltag und herausragenden festlichkeiten konfrontiert waren auf dieser
grundlage wird eine systematische betrachtung der fr�hneuzeitlichen musikermigration sowie eine untersuchung musikalischer stile jenseits nationaler forschungstraditionen m�glich
Becoming Neapolitan 2011-01-03 this volume deals with the tracts latin and vernacular published in the netherlands on the comets of 1577 and 1618 central to the book is the question of how these cometary appearances influenced the
aristotelian world view this is the first lengthy examination of the decline of aristotelian cosmology in the netherlands its demonstration of the connection between cosmological and political views renders the book useful to historians of
general dutch history as well as historians of science
Beautiful Thoughts from French and Italien Authors 1875 io sono lo scudo del principe sono la sua armatura indistruttibile sanguino perch� lui possa non sanguinare soffro perch� lui non debba soffrire muoio perch� lui possa vivere per sempre
questo � il destino inesorabile di kel prelevato dalla casa degli orfani di aigon quando era poco pi� che un bambino per diventare la controfigura dell erede al trono il suo scudo umano cresciuto accanto al principe conor quasi come un fratello
viene addestrato fin dal primo giorno a morire al suo posto prima o poi nessun altro futuro � possibile per lui lin caster � una guaritrice appartenente alla piccola comunit� ashkar che nel regno � l unica ancora in grado di esercitare la magia e
che per questo motivo � stata confinata nel sault un area recintata di castellane da cui nessuno � autorizzato a uscire alla ragazza per� capita spesso di disattendere il divieto perch� altrimenti non potrebbe curare i malati e i moribondi della
citt� quando i due giovani si incontrano in seguito a un attentato i loro destini si intrecciano indissolubilmente una misteriosa figura che governa il mondo sotterraneo e criminale della citt� li trasciner� in una realt� fatta di intrighi e ombre dove
scopriranno quanto la corruzione si estenda dai bassifondi pi� oscuri di castellane fino alla torre pi� alta dei suoi palazzi perch� se c � una cosa che qui accomuna i nobili pi� ricchi e i criminali pi� dissoluti � la loro insaziabile brama di ricchezza e
potere posti di fronte allo svelamento di segreti a lungo custoditi kel e lin saranno costretti a chiedersi se la conoscenza valga il prezzo del tradimento e soprattutto il rischio che la loro nazione finisca in guerra e il mondo nel caos
Raffaello Sanzio da Urbino in Art Collections and in the History of Collecting 2023-01-13 cox rearick indicates that the iconographic program of the chapel was from its initiation linked to an astonishing degree to the fortunes actual and
anticipated of the young duke cosimo and that the successive changes in the chapel were occasioned by political events and by revised and increasingly ambitious medici pretensions malcolm campbell university of pennsylvania
Giuliano de' Medici 2018-04-13 the king s body offers a unique and up to date overview of a central theme in european history the nature and meaning of the sacred rituals of kingship informed by the work of recent cultural anthropologists sergio
bertelli explores the cult of kingship which pervaded the lives of hundreds of thousands of subjects poor and rich noble and cleric his analysis takes in a wide spectrum from the vandal kings of spain and the long haired kings of france to the beheaded
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kings of england and france charles i and louis xvi bertelli explores the multiple meanings of the rites related to the king s body from his birth with the exhibition of his masculinity to the crowning a rebirth to his death a triumph and an apotheosis
we see how particular occasions such as entrances processions and banquets make sense only as they related directly to the king s body bertelli also singles out crowd participatory aspects of sacred kingship including the rites of violence
connected with the interregnum perceived as a suspension of the law and the rites of expulsion for a tyrant s body emphasizing the inversion of crowning rituals first published in italy in 1990 the king s body has been revised and updated for english
speaking readers and expertly translated from the italian by r burr litchfield deftly argued and amply illustrated this book is a perfect introduction to the cult of kingship in the west at the same time it illuminates for modern readers how
strangely different the medieval and early modern world was from our own
Gender and Diplomacy 2021-04-16
Der Lange T�rkenkrieg (1593-1606) 2014-09-23
Memoires Concernant Christine Reine de Suede, 1760
Dissimulation and the Culture of Secrecy in Early Modern Europe 2009-08-19
Biografies invisibles / Invisible Biographies 2021-09-15
The Discourse of Il Principe 1983
Collection of selected pieces in Italian prose 2024-02-06
Culture and Power 2009-03-16
The Machiavellian Moment 2016-10-04
Il principe e il diavolo 2013
Early Music History 2009-03-19
The Craft 2020-08-18
Varj componimenti per la nascita del Serenissimo Principe D. Filippo Borbone, Infante di Spagna ... recitati ... nella citt� di Montefuscolo a di 13 luglio MDCCXLVII. [Compiled by G. Mattioli.] 1748
Europ�ische Musiker in Venedig, Rom und Neapel 1650-1750 2018-11-07
The Ages of Two-faced Janus 1998
Lo Scudo del Principe 2024-01-16
Bronzino's Chapel of Eleonora in the Palazzo Vecchio 1993
Corpo del re 2001
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